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At thirty-four, H.E. Bates was deemed too old for active service in WWII. But as a successful

author, was commissioned by the nascent RAP Public Relations unit to publicise the bravery of

the fighter pilots. Bates was posted to Oakington and Tangmere air bases where, over drinks

with the pilots, he gathered their stories and wrote them as Flying Officer X.The stories convey

the pilots' personal qualities and the forces that motivated them. They blend the action and

suspense of aerial battles, the tragedy of friendships cut off too soon, and life enduring against

all odds.Collected into one volume for the first time, along with five previously unpublished

stories from the era, this is a remarkable collection.Includes an introduction by Patrick Bishop,

bestselling author of Bomber Boys: Fighting Back 1940-1945

“A picture of the bomber pilot as near to the truth as we on the outside are likely to get” - New

Statesman“No other book on the British flier �or any other flier for that matter �has the sharp,

authentic note Flying Officer Bates has written into his work … If there were decorations for

this sort of thing, H. E. Bates would have the highest” - New York Times“His material is, of

course, magnificent, and he makes very moving use of it” - Spectator--This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorH. E. Bates was born in 1905 in the shoe-making town of

Rushden, Northamptonshire, and educated at Kettering Grammar School. After leaving school,

he worked as a reporter and as a clerk in a leather warehouse.Many of his stories depict life in

the rural Midlands, particularly his native Northamptonshire, where he spent many hours

wandering the countryside.His first novel, The Two Sisters (1926) was published by Jonathan

Cape when he was just twenty. Many critically acclaimed novels and collections of short stories

followed.During WWII he was commissioned into the RAF solely to write short stories, which

were published under the pseudonym “Flying Officer X”. His first financial success was Fair

Stood the Wind for France (1944), followed by two novels about Burma, The Purple Plain

(1947) and The Jacaranda Tree (1949) and one set in India, The Scarlet Sword (1950). Other

well-known novels include Love for Lydia (1952) and The Feast of July (1954).His most popular

creation was the Larkin family which featured in five novels beginning with The Darling Buds of

May in 1958. The later television adaptation was a huge success.Many other stories were

adapted for the screen, the most renowned being The Purple Plain (1947) starring Gregory

Peck, and The Triple Echo (1970) with Glenda Jackson and Oliver Reed.H. E. Bates married in

1931, had four children and lived most of his life in a converted granary near Charing in Kent.

He was awarded the CBE in 1973, shortly before his death in 1974.--This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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KostekGlossary of R.A.F. SlangA Note on the AuthorA Note from the FamilyMy grandfather,

although best known and loved by many readers all over the world for creating the Larkin

family in his bestselling novel The Darling Buds of May, was also one of the most prolific

English short story writers of the twentieth century, often compared to Chekhov. He wrote over

300 short stories and novellas in a career spanning six decades from the 1920s through to the

1970s.My grandfather’s short fiction took many different forms, from descriptive country

sketches to longer, sometimes tragic, narrative stories, and I am thrilled that Bloomsbury

Reader will be reissuing all of his stories and novellas, making them available to new

audiences, and giving them – especially those that have been out of print for many years or

only ever published in obscure magazines, newspapers and pamphlets – a new lease of

life.There are hundreds of stories to discover and re-discover, from H. E. Bates’s most famous

tales featuring Uncle Silas, or the critically acclaimed novellas such as The Mill and Dulcima, to

little, unknown gems such as ‘The Waddler’, which has not been reprinted since it first

appeared in the Guardian in 1926, when my grandfather was just twenty, or ‘Castle in the Air’,

a wonderful, humorous story that was lost and unknown to our family until 2013.If you would

like to know more about my grandfather’s work I encourage you to visit the – a brilliant

comprehensive online resource where detailed bibliographic information, as well as articles

and reviews, on almost all of H. E. Bates’s publications, can be found.I hope you enjoy reading

all these evocative and vivid short stories by H. E. Bates, one of the masters of the art.Tim

Bates, 2015We would like to spread our passion for H. E. Bates’s short fiction and build a

community of readers with whom we can share information on forthcoming publications,

exclusive material such as free downloads of rare stories, and opportunities to win memorabilia

and other exciting prizes – you can sign up to the H. E. Bates’s mailing list . When you sign-up

you will immediately receive an exclusive short work by H. E. Bates.ForewordThe war of

1939-1945 required total commitment from British citizens. That included writers. Almost

everyone from Noel Coward to George Orwell was anxious to do their bit. Some like Evelyn

Waugh saw themselves as men of action rather than scribblers and spurned the pen for the

sword – a mistake as it turned out. Most though, decided they could make the most effective

contribution by practising what they did best.Herbert Ernest Bates was thirty-four years old

when the war broke out, and married with four children. He was already a well-known writer

and a junior member of the literary establishment with friends like Graham Greene. Despite his

age and family responsibilities he first tried for a commission in the Royal Air Force only to be

turned down. He spent a frustrating time trying to get worthwhile war work. Eventually, in

September, the Air Ministry offered an unusual assignment. They proposed to commission him

into the RAF simply as a short story writer, charged with showing the public the private face of

the aircrews who by now were engaged in an all out bombing campaign. Bates was alarmed at

first – he knew nothing about flying or military aviation. That soon gave way to a feeling of pride



and excitement. He left the ministry ‘feeling rather as if I had been awarded a literary Victoria

Cross.’ The results, published anonymously at first under the pen name ‘Flying Officer X,’ would

enthral hundreds of thousands of readers and delight his superiors.The stories are all taken

from Bates’s time at bomber stations in the east of England during the autumn and winter of

1941-1942. It was a painful period for the RAF and for Bomber Command in particular. The

realisation was dawning that without better navigational aids bombing was hopelessly

inaccurate and wasteful.Bates’s job was not to analyse operational shortcomings but to

anatomise – and celebrate – the character of those doing the flying and dying. He did so

triumphantly, subtly exposing the motivations and mindsets of men who spent little time

examining their emotions, explaining them in a way they would have been hard pressed to do

themselves.He spent three months based at Oakington, a newly built station in the flatlands

north of Cambridge. It was home to 7 Squadron equipped with the giant new four-engined

Stirlings and 101 Squadron flying Wellingtons. During that time they were flying sorties over

Germany interspersed with trips to Brest where the battlecruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau

(Salmon and Gluckstein in RAF slang) were berthed, menacing Britain’s vital trans-Atlantic

supply line. It was a dismal place and a dismal time. Thirteen aircraft were lost, thirty-eight

aircrew were killed and thirteen taken prisoner. The losses achieved little. Bates was profoundly

aware of the gap between himself as an observer and those who were taking the risks. He

offered a sympathetic ear, rarely probing, and these taciturn men opened up to him over a

drink in the mess or the local pub. The stories show that he was not only a great writer, but also

a superb listener.As a fan of Bates’s writing, I am delighted that the Flying Officer X stories are

collected into one volume here for the first time together with some previously unpublished

stories from the same period.Patrick Bishop, 2015It’s Never in the PapersEvery morning when

I came downstairs I sat in the mess and looked for it in the papers. “Last night our bombers …”

I would read. “Yesterday evening at dusk a strong formation …” But what I really looked for was

never there.I used to consider the case of Dibden. Dibden was twenty-five. He was a pilot with

thirty-three operational trips and a D.F.C. to his name. He flew Stirlings and looked more than

anything else like a dark, very handsome little Eskimo. You felt that it was a pure accident that

he was flying a bomber instead of doing a roll in a kayak or having a snooze in an igloo.Dibden

was a good type, and a very good pilot indeed. But there were some who would not fly with

him. Navigators, changed from their own crew, would suddenly develop violent toothache or

trouble with their ears. Dibden was rather proud of the way he could land a Stirling in fair

imitation of a golf-ball.Once, on circuit and bumps, Dibden began to come in for landing with

his air-speed down to ninety. He pulled her off again and did a sickly turn over the telegraph

posts on the railway line and came back to land on the established golf-ball principle, hastily. “It

was quite a moment,” Dibden said.There was nothing about that in the papers. Nor, of course,

was there anything about the way he had all his operational hours carefully added up. His thirty-

three trips amounted to a hundred and fifty hours.Very soon, with another fifty hours, Dibden

would be a veteran — an old man of twenty-five who had watched others do their three and

five and perhaps fifteen trips and not return. Dibden always returned; like a ball thrown at a wall

he came back, and the harder you threw him, the faster he returned.Once or twice a week,

when not on ops., Dibden got a little whistled, but the papers, of course, did not mention this

either. You came into the mess late at night, tired, perhaps, after a spell of duty, to find Dibden

bouncing from chair to chair, table to piano, like a smiling cherubic little Eskimo chasing an

invisible bear.At intervals he stopped being the Eskimo and became the bear, rushing up to

other people, especially newcomers, to embrace them. “Bad type, bad type!” he would say.

“Seize him, knock him down. Bad type!” We were all bad types when Dibden was whistled, but



the papers, of course, did not mention this either. We are very good types really.After these

adventures others came down to breakfast with faces looking the colour of the sheepskin on

their flying-boots; they looked at the mess of kidneys and bacon and said: “My God, I’ve had it,”

and crawled away.But not Dibden. He bounced in very late, more cherubic than ever, charmed

the first overworked waitress into bringing him crisp rashers, potatoes, kidneys, fresh toast, and

coffee, looked at the clock and said something about five minutes to make the hangars, and

then began to eat as if he had returned from a hunting expedition. “Pretty whistled last night,

boys,” he would say. “Rather off my feed.”He spent most of the rest of his life being brassed off.

“Good morning, Dibden,” you would say. “How goes it?”“Pretty much brassed off, old boy.”“Oh,

what’s wrong?”“Just brassed off, that’s all. Just brassed off.”This phrase, which, of course, was

never in the papers either, covered all the troubles of Dibden’s life. It covered all his troubles

with his kite, his crew, his ops., his leave, his food, his popsy.He was brassed off when ops.

were on because of the increasing monotony of trying to prang the same target; he was

brassed off when ops. were scrubbed because there was no target at all. He was brassed off

because there was fog on the drome or because his popsy could not keep her date.But

however brassed off he was, he succeeded in looking always the same: cherubic, grinning,

bouncing, handsome, too irresponsible, and altogether too like a schoolboy to be engaged in

the serious business of flying an expensive bomber.One afternoon Dibden was out over the

coast of Holland on a daylight. It was his thirty-third trip: the veteran adding another four or five

hours to his flying time. Down below, off the coast, he saw what he took to be an enemy tanker

and he went down to have a look-see.The tanker opened up at him with a fury of flak that

surprised him, holing his port wing. I do not know what his emotions were, but I imagine that he

was, simply, and as always, just brassed off. He went in and attacked the tanker with all he had,

bombing first and then diving to machine-gun the deck.The tanker hit back very hard, clipping a

piece out of the starboard flap, but the more the tanker hit, the more Dibden bounced back, like

the ball thrown hard against the wall. His rear gunner was very badly wounded, but Dibden still

went in, firing with all he had left until the flak from the tanker ceased.The next day there was in

fact something about this in the papers. It did not sound very epic. “Yesterday afternoon one of

our bombers attacked a tanker off the Dutch coast. After the engagement the tanker was seen

to be burning.”It did not say anything about the holes in Dibden’s wings or the way the outer

port engine had cracked coming home. It did not, in fact, really say anything at all about that

brief, bloody, and very bitter affair in which Dibden had bounced back repeatedly like an angry

ball, or about the long journey home.It did not say anything about Dibden landing on three

engines with damaged flaps and a dying rear gunner, or about a very tired, very brassed-off

Dibden coming in very late, with an unexpected hour on his flying time, to boiled beef and

tea.Nor did it say anything about what happened that night. A little after midnight I came into

the mess and there, under the bright lights of the anteroom, Dibden was doing some

acrobatics. It was a very nice little party. At one end of the room two leather settees were

placed endwise against each other, and then against them, endwise again, two chairs.As I

came in, Dibden, more cherubic, more smiling, more like a handsome Eskimo than ever, took a

drink of light ale and then did a running somersault over the long line of furniture, landing with

a wild whoop on his feet. His eyes were shining wildly. After him one or two other pilots tried it,

but none of them was really good, and the only one who was good landed on his head. Then

Dibden tried it again, and the fat, smiling ball of his body went over as easily as a bird.Perhaps

there was no connection between the schoolboy Dibden joyfully throwing a somersault and the

veteran Dibden angrily pranging a tanker. But as I saw Dibden hurling his fat little body into the

air I felt suddenly that I understood all about his thirty-three trips, his golf-ball landings, his



affairs with the tanker, and the long, hard journey home. I understood why he flew, and why he

flew as he did, and I understood the man he was.But there was nothing about that, of course,

in the papers.There’s No Future in ItThe nights he was not flying they would drive back late to

the station, using her car. The flare-path would be laid; the lights on the hangars would shine

like red stars in the winter darkness above the flat land. Sometimes the searchlights would be

up, throwing a blue-white fire that fell widely like moonlight on the dark trees and hedges and

on the winding road. They would sit in the car and, holding each other, talk for a long time.

Frost on the very coldest nights would form like a silver collar on the glass of the windscreen

and sometimes, on very still nights, he would wind down the window of the car and listen for a

moment or two to the silence outside. She would lean her head on his shoulder and look

upwards into the dark sky and then, listening too, hear the sound of the bombers coming

home.It did not seem to matter much that they were never likely to be married. He was rather

small and compact, with fresh grey eyes that he sometimes did not seem able to focus

correctly. He had thirty-one operational trips to his credit, and all that seemed to matter was

that he should continue coming back.The morning afterwards, perhaps, he would ring the

office. He would say simply: “Hello, dear, tonight.” She would try to remain calm, and later,

perhaps, if operations were scrubbed, he would ring her again and she would find herself

trembling as she put down the telephone, all her pretence of calmness gone.She knew

generally that he would be briefed in the early afternoon. He would take off about three o’clock

or a little later and, according to the target, come back somewhere between eight and ten. It

would often be too late to ring her after interrogation, but going to bed she would try to lie

awake for the sound of the telephone. Sometimes she would fall asleep with the light still

burning and would wake up in the small hours of the morning, bewildered and startled, not

knowing where she was. Twice she fell half asleep and did not hear the telephone. Downstairs

her father heard it, but after answering it, did not come to tell her who it was.Her father was a

rather big, grey-haired man with cheeks like loose pink rubber. He rolled his own cigarettes and

it seemed to her that she never saw him without a newspaper. He rolled the cigarettes very

badly — the tobacco fell wastefully on his clothes. The war had developed in him the latent

qualities of the amateur strategist, and he always discussed the war while waving an untidy,

wasteful cigarette. “We ought to have cut the Tripoli road long ago. Long ago. You have only to

look at the map. The same with the bombing of Berlin. What’s gone wrong? Why aren’t we over

there more? Why aren’t we over there night after night? Striking early and often is the decisive

factor. You’d suppose it wouldn’t escape our people.”“Perhaps it’s the weather,” she would

say.“Weather? There’s another thing that beats me. Argue on simple lines, draw some

absolutely logical conclusion which ought to be apparent to the merest child, and you always

get the same answer. The weather! I don’t doubt the weather is sometimes bad. But far from

always, far from always. It’s too often a convenient excuse — like the workman blaming his

tools.”“Nevertheless it nearly always is the weather.”“Oh? Then what about last night? Clear

moonlight like day. And was there a single operation? A couple of bombers over Brest.”“You

talk as if Brest were a seaside resort.”“Look at the weather again tonight. Magnificent. And in

the morning what shall we hear? The same old story again, I suppose. A handful of bombers

over Brest. Or nothing at all.”“It’s probably the most heavily defended place in Europe,” she

said. “It’s just plain hell.”“Kitty, Kitty,” her mother said. She looked up from her knitting, always

khaki, and looked down again.“Also I think you may find that tonight has been a big thing.”“Oh!

You know, do you?”“No. Not exactly. I’ve an idea, that’s all.”“Ah! Your pilot friend.”She did not

speak.“You haven’t brought him in lately.”“No, dear,” her mother said.“They spend most of their

time out,” her father said. “Somewhere.”Her mother spoke without looking up from her



knitting.“Were you at the Red Lion last week?” her mother said. “We heard you were there.

Drinking with Air Force officers.”“I was.”“Is that the kind of place to be?” her father

said.“Drinking,” her mother said. “It’s not nice. Do you think so?”“I want to be wherever he

is.”“Even there? Couldn’t you give him up?” her mother said. “He struck me as being older than

he said. Do you know much about him? You are only twenty. It’s all so terribly unsure. Perhaps

he is married. Do you know?”She did not answer.“He looks older than twenty-four,” her mother

said. “Experienced. His eyes look old.”She got up, calmly enraged, definite. “He has done

things that make him old,” she said, and went out of the room.The following night they drove

back late to the station. With the moon rising and the searchlights up, the road shone misty

white between the dark hedges. The evening lay behind them, as always, simply secure; a few

rounds of light ale at the Red Lion, the boys coming in group by group, the rounds growing, the

crews mixing, sergeants with squadron leaders, gunners with navigators, warm broad

Canadian voices mingled with English; and then the drive home, the blue lighting of the

searchlights, and the moonlight throwing into relief the black winter trees, the hangars lit by red

stars, the huge solitary dispersed aircraft in the fields; and lastly the silence after the car had

stopped beyond the gate of the station.“Was it a good trip, darling?”He did not

answer.“Bad?”“Pretty bad.”“Did you have trouble?”“The usual. Ten tenths most of the way and

then some hellish flak.”She thought of her father. She saw him in an armchair, rolling the

cigarettes, waving a newspaper. “Always the weather!”“I’m sorry I couldn’t ring,” he said. “It was

late when we got in for interrogation. I didn’t want to wake you.”“I was awake,” she said.They

sat still, not speaking. She thought again of her father.“Tell me about the trip.”“Nothing to tell.

Routine stuff.”She did not like the sound of his voice, tired and guarded; the feeling that part of

him was deliberately withheld.“I can tell when you have trouble.”“What trouble? No trouble at

all.”“Why have you got your hand in your pocket?” she said. “You’ve had it there all the time.”“All

right,” he said.He began suddenly to tell her something about the trip. Though she had heard

so much of it before, the awful significance of it was not lessened. He told her about the

weather; ten tenths, a bad storm soon after they turned for home, a spot of ice. “They put up a

hell’s own flak at us. Just routine stuff, only a bloody sight worse. And they hit my hand. Took

the skin off, that’s all.” He kept it in his pocket.She knew that he was not telling everything, that

he never did, perhaps never would. Routine stuff, hellish flak, a spot of ice; the same words, the

same repeated demand on courage, on fear if you like, the same holding back. She thought

once more of her father: the world of the newspaper, the protest, the old indignations. To

contrast it with the world of flak and ice, the long darkness of endurance, the spell of cold and

strain thirty-one times repeated, was so difficult and angrily confusing that she said only: “Does

your hand hurt? Can I do anything for you?”“Thanks, darling, I’m O.K.”She remembered

something.“What time did interrogation finish? Why were you so late?”“It wasn’t so late. Not so

very late.”“If it wasn’t so late, why didn’t you ring me?”“I didn’t want to wake you.”“Tell me what

happened,” she said.He looked beyond the car window and said: “We got a bit shot up. Just

one of those things.”“Bad?”“Bad enough. A lump of flak blew a hole as big as a cartwheel in the

starboard wing and the transmitter was u.s. Shaky landing. But why pick on me? It happens

every day.”“Not to you.”“It happens,” he said.“You hate it, don’t you?” she said.“Hate what?” he

said.“You hate going, don’t you, time after time? The same place. The same job. The same

everything. I know you hate it.”“I hate it like hell,” he said. He looked beyond the car window

again. The diffused lighting of the searchlights and the cloudy moon shone on the misted

windscreen. The trees were black against it. “But I hate what they’re doing even more. That’s

what I really hate. What they do to me isn’t half of what I mean doing to them. Not half. Not a

quarter. Not a hundredth part. Is there anything wrong about hatred?”She was thinking of her



father, fussy with indignation, and she did not answer.“It’s good honest downright emotion, isn’t

it?” he said.“Yes.”“Sometimes I think we want more of it,” he said. “God, sometimes I think we

do.”When at last she drove back from the station it was later than she thought. But at the

house, to her surprise, her father and mother were still up. Her mother looked up from her

knitting and her father looked at his watch.“Either my watch is fast or it’s ten past twelve.”She

did not speak.“Even the Red Lion closes at ten.”“It so happens I haven’t been there.”Her father

coughed heavily. “Does your pilot friend realise that we sit here waiting?”She did not

answer.“We have a right to be considered.”She stood slowly taking off her gloves.“You’ll agree

that he owes us something, won’t you?”She stood thinking of the long flight in the darkness,

the hellish flak, the hole in the wing, the shell through the fuselage, the shaky landing; routine

stuff; easy, nothing to tell, something done again and again. Her mind became unsteady with

hatred. She looked at her mother. The clean prejudiced hands were motionless on the knitting.

Her father with the evening newspaper folded between his fingers stood with his back to the

dying fire.“Is he married?” her mother asked.“Does it matter?” she said.Her father crackled the

newspaper.“My dear child, my dear child! Does it matter? I ask you. What about the future? Is

there any future in that?”“No,” she said; “there’s no future in it.”She wanted to go on speaking,

but her thoughts were disrupted and dispersed in the corners of her mind and she could not

gather them together. She wanted to say why there was no future. She wanted to tell them

about the flak, the darkness, and the bitter cold, about the way the tracer bullets came in at you

so slowly that you could watch them until suddenly they hurled with red frenzy past your face,

about the hatred and the monotony and the courage that was greater because it was rarefied

by terror. She wanted to tell them that if there was any future it lay through this.She went out of

the room and went upstairs instead. She felt stifled by the warmth of the room downstairs and,

not putting on the light, she opened the window and stood looking out. The air was bright with

frost, and the coldness struck with a momentary shock on her face and hands.She stood there

for a long time, looking out. The moon was going down beyond the houses. The searchlights

were no longer up beyond the town. The sky was clear and calm, and, as if there were no war

and as it might be in the future, if there were a future, there was no sound of wings.The Young

Man from KalgoorlieIHe lived with his parents on a sheep-farm two hundred miles north-east of

Kalgoorlie. The house was in the old style, a simple white wooden cabin to which a few

extensions had been added by successive generations. On the low hills east of the farm there

were a few eucalyptus trees; his mother grew pink and mauve asters under the house windows

in summer; and in spring the wattle was in blossom everywhere, like lemon foam. All of his life

had been lived there, and the war itself was a year old before he knew that it had even

begun.On the bomber station, surrounded by flat grey English hills cropped mostly by sugar-

beet and potatoes and steeped in winter-time in thick windless fogs that kept the aircraft

grounded for days at a time, he used to tell me how it had come to happen that he did not

know the war had started. It seemed that he used to go down to Kalgoorlie only once, perhaps

twice, a year. I do not know what sort of place Kalgoorlie is, but it seemed that he did there, on

that one visit or so, all the things that anyone can do on a visit to almost any town in the world.

He used to take a room for a week at a hotel, get up at what he thought was a late hour every

morning — about eight o’clock — and spend most of the day looking at shops, eating, and then

looking at shops again. In the evenings he used to take in a cinema, eat another meal, have a

couple of glasses of beer in the hotel lounge, and then go to bed. He confessed that it wasn’t

very exciting and often he was relieved to get back into the Ford and drive steadily back to the

sheep-farm and the familiar horizon of eucalyptus trees, which after the streets of Kalgoorlie

did not seem a bad prospect at all. The truth was that he did not know anyone in Kalgoorlie



except an aunt, his mother’s sister, who was very deaf and used a patent electrical acoustic

device which always seemed to go wrong whenever he was there and which he had once

spent more than a day trying to repair. He was very quiet and he did not easily get mixed up

with people; he was never drunk and more than half the time he was worried that his father

was making a mess of things at home.It was this that was really the cause of his not knowing

about the war. His father was an unimaginative and rather careless man to whom sheep were

simply sheep, and grass simply grass, and who had kept sheep on the same two thousand

acres, within sight of the same eucalyptus trees, for thirty years and expected to go on keeping

them there for the rest of his life. He did not understand that two years of bad luck had anything

to do with his having kept sheep in the same way, on the same grass, for so long. It was the

son who discovered that. He began to see that the native grasses were played out, and in their

place he decided to make sowings of Italian rye grass and subterranean clover; and soon he

was able to change the flocks from one kind of grass to another and then on to a third, and

soon he could see an improvement in the health of every breed they had.After that he was

virtually in charge of the farm. His parents, who had always thought him a wonderful person,

now thought him more wonderful still. When neighbours came — and this, too, was not often,

since the nearest farm was another thirty miles up country — they talked of nothing but Albert’s

achievement. The sheep had improved in health, the yield of wool had increased, and even the

mutton, they argued, tasted sweeter now, more like the meat of thirty years ago. “Got a proper

old-fashioned flavour,” his mother said.It was about a year after these experiments of his —

none of them very original, since he had simply read up the whole subject in an agricultural

paper — that war broke out. It seemed, as he afterwards found out, that his mother first heard

of it on an early-morning news bulletin on the radio. She was scared and she called his father.

The son himself was out on the farm, riding round on horseback taking a look at the sheep

before breakfast. When he came in to breakfast he switched on the radio, but nothing

happened. He opened up the radio and took a look at it. All the valves were warm, but the

detector valve and another were not operating. It seemed a little odd, but he did not take much

notice of it. All he could do was to write to Kalgoorlie for the spare valves, and he did so in a

letter which he wrote after dinner that day. It was three miles to the post-box and if there were

any letters to be posted his mother took them down in the afternoon. His mother took this letter

that afternoon and tore it up in little pieces.That must have happened, he discovered, to every

letter he wrote to the Kalgoorlie radio shop in the next twelve months. No valves ever came and

gradually, since it was summer and sheep-shearing time and the busiest season of the year,

the family got used to being without the radio. His father and mother said they even preferred it.

All the time he had no idea of the things they were doing in order to keep the war from him.

The incoming post arrived once a week, and if there were any letters for him, his mother

steamed them open, read them, and then put the dangerous ones away in a drawer upstairs.

The newspapers stopped coming, and when he remarked on it his father said he was tired of

wasting good money on papers that were anyway nearly a week old before they came. If there

were visitors his mother managed to meet them before they reached the house. In October the

sheep-shearing contractors came and his father, ordinarily a rather careful man, gave every

man an extra pound to keep his mouth shut. All through that summer and the following winter

his mother looked very ill, but it was not until later that he knew the reason of it — the strain of

intercepting the letters, of constantly guarded conversation, of warning neighbours and callers,

of making excuses, and even of lying to him, day after day, for almost a year.The time came

when he decided to go to Kalgoorlie. He always went there about the same time of the year, in

late August, before the busy season started. His parents must have anticipated and dreaded



that moment, and his father did an amazing thing. In the third week of August, early one

morning, he put two tablespoonfuls of salt in a cup of hot tea and drank it, making himself very

sick. By the time Albert came in to breakfast, his father was back in bed, very yellow in the

face, and his mother was crying because he had been taken suddenly ill. It was the strangest

piece of deception of all and it might have succeeded if his father had not overdone things. He

decided to remain in bed for a second week, making himself sick every third or fourth day,

knowing that once September had come, Albert would never leave. But Albert was worried. He

did not like the recurrent sickness which now affected his father and he began to fear some

sort of internal trouble.“I’m going to Kalgoorlie whether you like it or not,” he said, “to get a

doctor.”IIIt was on the bomber station, when he had become a pilot, that he used to tell me of

that first day in Kalgoorlie, one of the most remarkable in his life. When he left the farm his

mother seemed very upset, and began crying. He felt that she was worried about his father; he

was increasingly worried too and promised to be back within three days. Then he drove down

to Kalgoorlie alone, perhaps the only man in Australia who did not know that the war was a

year old.He arrived at Kalgoorlie about four o’clock in the afternoon and the town seemed

much the same as ever. He drove straight to the hotel he always stayed at, booked himself a

room, and went upstairs to wash and change. About five o’clock he came down again and went

into the hotel lounge for a cup of tea. Except for a word or two with the cashier and the lift-boy

he did not speak to a soul. He finished his tea and then decided to go to the downstairs saloon,

as he always did, to get himself a haircut. There were several people waiting in the saloon, but

he decided to wait too. He sat down and picked up a paper.He must have gone on staring at

that paper, not really reading it, for about ten minutes. It was late August and the Nazis were

bombing London. He did not understand any of it — who was fighting or what were the causes

of it. He simply took in, from the headlines, the story of the great sky battles, the bombing, the

murder and destruction, as if they were part of a ghastly fantasy. For the moment he did not

feel angry or sick or outraged because he had been deceived. He got up and went out into the

street. What he felt, he told me, was very much as if you were suddenly to discover that you

had been living in a house where, without knowing it, there was a carrier of smallpox. For

months you have lived an ordinary tranquil life, unsuspecting and unafraid, and then suddenly

you made the awful discovery that every fragment of your life, from the dust in your shoes to

the air you breathed, was contaminated and that you had been living in danger. Because you

knew nothing you were not afraid; but the moment you knew anything all the fears and terrors

you had not felt in the past were precipitated into a single terrible moment of realization.He

also felt a fool. He walked up and down the street. As he passed shops, read placards, saw

men in service uniform, fragmentary parts of his life during the past year became joined

together, making sense: the broken radio, his unanswered letters, the newspapers, his mother’s

nervousness, and the fact, above all, that they had not wanted him to come to Kalgoorlie.

Slowly he understood all this. He tried to look on it as the simple cunning of country people. He

was still too confused to be angry. But what he still did not understand, and what he had to find

out about soon, was the war. He did not even know how long it had been going on. He stopped

on a street-corner and bought another newspaper. The day before, he read, eighty-seven

aircraft had been shot down over England. His hands were trembling as he read it, but it did not

tell him the things he wanted to know. And he realised suddenly, as he stood there trembling in

the hot sunshine, so amazed that he was still without feeling, that there was no means of

knowing these things. He certainly could not know by asking. He imagined for a moment the

effect of asking anyone, in the street or the hotel or back in the barber’s saloon, a simple

question like: “Can you tell me when the war began?” He felt greatly oppressed by a sense of



ridicule and bewilderment, by the fear that now, any time he opened his mouth, he was likely to

make a ghastly fool of himself.He walked about for an hour or more, pretending to look at

shops, before it occurred to him what to do. Then it came to him quite suddenly that he would

go and see the only other person he knew who, like himself, could be cut off from the world of

reality: the deaf aunt who lived in Kalgoorlie.So he spent most of that evening in the old-

fashioned parlour of her house, drinking tea, eating custard tarts, lightly brown with veins of

nutmeg, and talking as steadily as he could into the electrical acoustic device fixed to the

bodice of her dress. From such remarks as “Things look pretty tough in England. Let’s see,

how long exactly has it been going on now?” he learned most of the elementary things he

wanted to know. But there were still things he could not ask, simply because he had no

knowledge of them. He could not ask about France or Poland or Holland or Norway. All that he

really understood clearly was that England and Germany were at war; that England was being

bombed every day by great forces of aircraft; that soon, perhaps, she would be invaded. The

simplicity and limitation of his knowledge were in a way, as he said, a good thing. For as he ate

the last of the old lady’s custard tarts and drank the last cup of tea and said goodnight to her

he changed from being the man who knew least about the war in all Australia to the man who

had perhaps the clearest, simplest, and most vivid conception of it in the whole continent. Forty

years back his father and mother had emigrated from Lincolnshire to Kalgoorlie. Young, newly

wed, and with about eighty pounds apart from their passage money, they started a new life.

Now the roots of their existence, and so in a way the roots of his own existence, were being

threatened with annihilation. This was the clear, simple, terrible thing he understood in such a

clear, simple, terrible way.When he got back to his hotel he drafted a telegram to his parents,

telling them, as well as he could, that he understood. Then in the morning he went round to the

nearest recruiting centre. I have not so far described what he was like. He was rather tall, fair,

and brown in the face; his eyes were a cool blue and his lips thin, determined, and rather tight.

He was just twenty-two and he had no way of holding back his anger.“I want to be a pilot,” he

said.“All right,” they said. “Good. But you can’t be a pilot all of a sudden, just like that.”“No?” he

said. “No? We’ll bloody soon see.”IIIHe adjusted himself as time went on but he carried some

of his first angry, clear, terrible conceptions of things across the sea: across the Pacific to

Vancouver, across the Atlantic to England. He was never angry with his parents and they in

turn ceased being afraid about him. He used to describe to me how he went home on his first

leave. From being stupidly affectionate in one way about him they became stupidly affectionate

in quite another. They had not wanted him to go; now, because he had gone, they behaved as

if they had everything to do with sending him and nothing to do with keeping him away. They

had arranged a party and he said it was the largest gathering of folks anyone had ever seen on

the farm. They invited everyone for thirty miles around and one or two people from fifty miles

away. They killed several spring lambs and about fifteen fowls, and tea was brewing all day

long. At night they sang hymns and old songs in the drawing-room round the piano, and they

slept in round beds on the floor. In the end he was almost glad to get away.

Fair Stood the Wind to France, Turning the Storm (The After Dunkirk Series Book 3)

John K. Gayley, “Finely crafted and moving short stories of RAF bomber crews during WWII.
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This was my introduction to the stories of H.E Bates. I’ll definitely be looking for others. Thanks

to fellow Amazon reviewer Sid Nuncius for pointing these out. Sometimes scrolling through the

past reviews of those whose opinions you highly respect yields small gems. These are such

gems.These stories will appeal to readers looking for a description of mood in a certain space

and during a certain time: Bomber crews from the Royal Air Force during World War II…what

they felt, what they experienced, what they said (or didn’t say) and what life was like for them

and those around them, including families, colleagues and the locals around their

stations.During the early days of the war, the author H.E. Bates clamored for war service, only

to run up against a variety of hindrances. In the end, the War Ministry recruited him essentially

to “embed” himself (in today’s terminology) into the life of bomber squadrons, and write stories

that described for other Englishmen the experiences of those fighting the air war.The stories

contained in this volume are the result. They come in a variety of lengths, and vary in both

topic and point of view. They only infrequently portray a fully-rendered character or story “arc”.

Instead, they more closely resemble a character snapshot or what in music might be called a

“tone poem”. Nonetheless I found them very moving. It must be increasingly hard, in early

2017, to find those (even in England), who genuinely want to understand what RAF bomber

crews went through in the early ‘40s, when the outcomes were by no means certain. The

fighter jocks got all the glory; the boys in the “Spits” are the ones generally remembered and

revered. But that’s hardly a complete picture. Those in the Lancasters, Halifaxes, Stirlings and

Wellingtons had a very different task.Before I went to university in the late ‘70s, I spent a

summer with a former RAF wing commander who had flown Wellingtons (“Wimpies”) during

the war. As a 17 year old in the late ‘70s, even with all my book reading, it was hard to really

grasp what they had gone through, so I wanted to know. I had no trouble coaxing his wife to

talk about the terror and collective excitement of the London “Blitz”, but (try as I might) the

former RAF pilot was predictably reticent about what he went through. He let loose a few

amusing stories about having to land a borrowed Wimpie without the gear down, but aside

from that, seemed to have internalized and compartmentalized any of the greater horrors or

tribulations he and his crews endured. I think of him often, and lit a special mental flame for him

and his compatriots as I read these stories.Highly recommended for those seeking out

something like this. And I'll be exploring Bates more generally as a result.”

Bill Baker, “This is what history is all about - fresh, almost first hand accounts of the airwar that

defeated Nazi Germany. For extraordinary insights into the daily lives of those who flew British

spitfires and bombers in raids against the Nazis in World War II, there is no beating that British

master short story writer, H.E. Bates’ many tales of Royal Air Force pilots, bombardiers,

gunners and other crew members flying their day and night raids on Nazi targets.Assigned by

the RAF to work on the base, know the aircrews well, and then write their stories for the papers

so the British public could understand the air battles they sometimes witnessed over

England.Here is every facet of the RAF at war – the anger, frustrations, determination, courage

and fear that characterized many pilots and their crews.This is – almost – first hand – as close

to the reality of what must have been hell itself for these brave men as they fought to maintain

their country’s freedom from Nazi domination.This is an absolutely astonishing read – the best

part of what history is all about.”

Evan Mac Donald, “A wonderful snapshot of a period in time. It was wonderful to read stories

of the human side, and the human cost of that War. It was hard, no doubt, but many today lose

sight of just how great some lf the sacrifices were. These stories helped to put a face on these



costs, and how those individual decisions and sacrifices were made literally thousands of

times.”

Chaplain-GranStan, “Enjoyable. A different perspective on World War 2 and also from one of

the allies of USA. The RAF had pilots from many countries.”

fourdogken, “really really good.. this is the first collection of short stories that i have enjoyed

enough to recommend to friends, ever.”

Floyd Hensley, “Four Stars. Great War stories”

SeattleBookMama, “Uniformly Excellent Stories Great for Military History Buffs. 4. 5 stars,

rounded up.HE Bates wrote these stories during WWII; he served in the British Royal Air Force

and received the unusual commission of author. His whole job was to write one short story

after another. He was stationed with British pilots from 1941-1942, and he sat with them when

they were between flights and listened with a sympathetic ear. He listened well, and the result

is a collection of nearly 30 short stories, one of which is novella length, and they are strong,

resonant fictional stories whose protagonists were inspired by actual pilots. Thank you twice

to Net Galley and to Bloomsbury Publishers for the DRC. This collection is for sale now.When I

told my spouse that I was reading a collection of short stories about RAF pilots during this time

period, he asked if that wasn’t a lot of stories to plow through, all on the same subject. I can

understand why he—and maybe you—might think so, but the stories are all so different, and

their characters so richly drawn, that it’s a bit like asking a mother of a very large family

whether she might not like to trim a few sons and daughters from the herd. Although I can tell

you which ones are my favorites, I also have to say there is no filler or weaker material here.

Everything is very well written, and each story distinct in setting and characters from all others.I

sat down and read it start to finish, but once you have the collection, you can jump around

however you like. The stories are not in any particular order. If your household has a book

tucked into the bathroom or the guest room, a solid short story collection like this is a good

choice, because the person that’s in that room won’t be there that long; this gives them a look

at something they can finish. Most of the short stories are just a few pages, with just one

toward the end in the part labeled as extra stories that might qualify as a novella.Although I do

have favorites, mine might not be the same as yours. I was drawn to “There’s No Future in It”, a

story in which a father tries to dissuade his daughter from becoming involved with a pilot. It’s

dark and resonates strongly. I also loved “K for Kitty”, a poignant tale about a pilot that strongly

preferred one particular fighter plane; “The Young Man from Kalgoorie”, whose parents

attempted to hide the very existence of the war from their son by keeping him busy on the farm

and away from newspapers; and “O’Callahan’s Girl”, a young woman that loves a shy young

flyer who only wants France to be restored to its previous state.A happy surprise, given the era

in which it was written, was the inclusion of a female soldier (in what is referred to as the

“Russian” army, though the fact is it was the USSR and therefore Soviet Army at that time).

This was a welcome addition. Unfortunately, there are two racist references, and if the stories

were being written today, I would have knocked more than half a star off the rating because of

them, but from the World War II generation’s Caucasians, I know (my parents having been

among them) that the terms they used were thoughtless but made from ignorance rather than

malice.For example, in one story there is a brief mention made of a West Indian “boy” that used

to work as a barrister. I blinked for a moment, not getting it at first. What kind of prodigy must

that boy have been to have had a law career already and be out doing something else now?



And then the penny dropped, and I realized this is actually a man, but he was referred to this

way because of his race and ethnicity.The second reference is to a brave pilot who

nevertheless is described as being unusually ugly; his features bear some unflattering

characteristics of the “Red Indian” and the “Mongoloid”.Both of these go by in the blink of an

eye, yet it’s only fair you be told in advance.Finally, the thing that impressed me the most about

these stories is that every last one of them had an unusually strong closing. The first few that

left me gaping at their brilliance on the last page, last paragraph, last line were noted, but

eventually it became clear that all or most of the collection was going to be like that, and of

course I am not going to quote them here and ruin the stories’ endings for you. But one thing I

will also say is that short stories that end with planned, maddening ambiguity are my pet

peeve. For example, if a man is about to go through a door to either meet special delight or

certain doom and the writer ends the story by having the man go through the door and gasp,

and that’s the whole thing, he may be gasping with delight, or with horror, and we will never

know which…? I hate that! And this set of short stories has none of it. Some end poignantly,

some beautifully, some tragically, but every ending is in one way or another deeply satisfying

and free of ambiguity.For those that love military fiction, highly recommended.”

trimley11, “A great selection of short stories which paint a picture of bomber crews in WW2. I

had a rather tatty version of the printed book and was delighted to find this complete version

online. H.E. Bates is one of our best story tellers and his portraits of Bomber Command

personnel give a very different perspective from the usual WW2 stories. If you have an interest

in human life under pressure, the RAF or World War II, this is highly recommended.”

Sparrowhawk, “Guts and Bravery. Everybody should read this! It is now history but should

never be forgotten. A well written insight into what it wasreally like to be fighting the Nazis.”

John Hall, “As powerful to-day as then.. These are, IMHO, classics in the field of short story

writing. Their impact to-day is just as great as when they were written. For those of us too

young to have first- hand memories of the dark days of early WW2, taken in conjunction with

later historical revelations, they allow a frightening sense of the prevailing mental attitudes and

sense of resignation to their fate.”

David Wilson, “As advertised and on time. It's 'H E Bates', who am I to review such greatness.”

Toni-anne Alyn, “A very good read.. I found the stories in this book very moving. Bates was a

writer of extraordinary talent, able to write beautifully on a wide range of subjects. I look

forward to reading more of his work.I subscribe to the H.E. Bates mailing list and was given a

link to the Amazon page for this book.”

The book by H.E. Bates has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 43 people have provided feedback.
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